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Problem & Background

Regionlets Object Re-localization

1. To accurately localize the objects in the image  sliding
window based detectors  computational cost is too high.
2. To reduce the computational cost  top-down or bottom-up
approaches  none of these methods search for the object in
the full continuous parameter space, i.e., the center point, scale,
and aspect ratio of the object.
3. Moreover, most of the existing approaches still rely on a
classification model to localize the object  not necessarily
optimize for accurate object localization.

Given the object location
detected by the object
detector, and the ground truth object location
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are the detected
bounding box width and height respectively.
are the relative location error between the
ground truth and the current detection. We solve a support
vector regression problem for each of the four coordinates
respectively:

Contributions
1. Proposed coarse detection plus supervised descent search in a
fully parameterized location space for generic object detection
which shows promising performance.
2. Proposed a novel Regionlets Re-localization method which
complements the suboptimal object localization performance
given by object detectors.
3. Our detection framework achieves the best performance on
the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset without using any outside data.
It also demonstrates superior performance on our self-collected
car dataset.
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Experimental Results
A. Effectiveness of detection with localization relaxation.
Performance comparison with the baselines on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset.

Pipeline

B. Understand the supervised decent search.
(a) A testing image

(b) Coarse detections

(c) Supervised
descent search

(d) Regionlets
Re-localization

Bottom-up object proposal
We employ a segmentation based bottom-up scheme to generate
our initial set of candidate searching locations.
Step 1. start with over-segments (i.e., superpixels).
Step 2. hierarchically group these small regions to generate
object hypotheses based on the characteristics like the size of
the region, color histograms, and the texture.

The trace of the searched bounding
box center in supervised decent.

The distance between the searched
bounding box center and the true
object center in supervised descent.

C. Effectiveness of Regionlets Re-localization.
Performance on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.

Top-down Supervised Object Search
Ground truth object locations:
Starting locations:
. : the n-dimensional feature vector extracted from a location.
Train the project matrix and the bias
by:

Comparison with state of the arts.

The subsequent
and
(
) can be learned
iteratively. We update the new locations by the previous
and
:

The optimal

and

can be learned by:

Given a testing image, we first apply the cascade regionlets
detector to the coarse bottom-up object candidates  Object
hypothesis which produce high detection scores are fed to the
iterative supervised descent search process.
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